
About SEC

SEC is a team of specialists, engineers and technocrats working together to manufacture and continuously improve
welding and cutting support machines.

SEC supplies one of the best solutions for most of the welding and cutting automation.

SEC has network of workshops around its main factories where its sub- assemblies are manufactured under strict
quality vigilance.

SEC's experts are most of the time found at the suppliers factories, working, training, helping them in building jigs,
molds and fixtures.

SEC's main factory is more of an advance assembly, testing, dispatch and research station.

SEC's strict quality control, and strive to do right the first time at very floor level  is its basic strength and secret
to SEC's goodwill in its market segment.

Some of SEC’s critical products are tested by external Audit agencies like ERTL, Llyods, all this makes
SEC to achieve zero defect machines.

SEC’s list of Customers now numbers to  more than many 1000s  and has excellent dealers' network throughout
India’s  most prominent Industrial territories.
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SEC Manufactures

SEC Range of Machines :

SEC is a manufacturer of a system of drives, carriages, rails and attachments
designed to automate welding guns,cutting torches and other hand held tools.
It is an inexpensive family of machines, which provide precise path and
constant speed control in most of the plane or position.

SEC products are used for applications such as Oxy-Fuel, PlasmaCutting,
Beveling, TIG, MIG or SubmergedArc welding.

SEC equipment is used in many different types of steel fabrication industries
such as shipbuilding, pressure vessel manufacturing, rail car manufacturing,
structural steel fabricators, mechanical contractors, steel supply and service
centers or anyone who welds or cuts steel as part of their product or service.

1. Portable Straight Line and Circular Gas cutting Machines.

2. Portable Shape Cutting Machines.

3. Electro Magnetic Tracer Table Type Profile Cutting Machines.

4. Pillar Type Heavy Duty Shape Cutting Machines

5. Optical Tracing Shape Cutting Machines.

6. Machines for Plasma Cutting.

7. CNC Oxy Fuel Cutting Machines.

8. CNC Machine for Plasma Cutting.

9. Welding Automation Machines
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Industries served by SEC :

" Chilling Towers
Air Conditioning System

" Footing of Large Buildings
" Piping for food processing plant
" Piping for paper mills
" Water and natural gas lines
" Oil refineries
" Chemical plants
" Nuclear power plant
" Steam generating power plant
" Crews in steel mills
" Piping for the mining industries
" Piping in ships and submarines
" Military installation
" Water sprinkler system
" Offshore drilling platforms
" Oil field skids
" Bridgeworks
" Grain elevators construction
" Contractors
" Directional drilling
" Freeway Construction
" Pipe Bumpers
" Rotating water jet torch in cold cutting of pipe
" Environmental protection equipment
" Natural gas pumping station
" Hydroelectric power plants
" fences
" Fluid or gas headers
" Public utilities
" Berth or docks
" Boiler equipments
" Heat rails
" Offshore platforms
" Demolition crews
" Truck equipment
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